2014-2016 Academic Catalog
Errata Sheet

The 2014 – 2016 Academic Catalog changes are listed below and are effective Fall 2014.

1. Bachelor of Science-Business Administration – Added BUS210 as a gateway course for the Finance Track.
2. Associate of Arts and Sciences-Accounting – Corrected credits assigned to ACC217.
4. BUS200 – Removed BUS100 prerequisite.
5. BUS210 – Removed ACC103 prerequisite.
7. EDU211 – Removed HUD210 prerequisite.
8. EDU250 – Removed COM100, EDU236, EDU237, and EDU238 prerequisites.
10. EDU237 – Removed HUD210 prerequisite.
11. EDU238 – Removed HUD210 prerequisite.
12. EDU300 – Removed EDU250 prerequisite.
13. EDU301 – Removed EDU250 prerequisite.
15. EDU315 – Removed EDU250 prerequisite.